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1- Mount Lowe Railway. 'Souvenir of World Famous Mt. Lowe - America's Greatest Scenic Trip'. [Los 

Angeles]: Pacific Electric Railway, July 18, 1914. Boudoir cabinet card. Silver gelatin photograph [19.5 cm 

x 11.5 cm] / [7 1/2" x 4 1/2"] on a gray mount [25 cm x 18 cm] / [10" x 7"] Nice condition with strong 

contrasts. Corners of mount rubbed. 

View of a nicely dressed group at the Echo Mountain Station in and around the Rubio train car. Reverse 

prints a description of Mt. Lowe and the Pacific Electric Railway with illustrated borders. 

"Mount Lowe is the best known and most accessible peak of the Sierra Madre Range and Southern 

California, and is famous for its wonderful railway, the ease of its ascent and the extent and beauty of 

the panorama from the summit. The mountain was named in 1892 for Professor Thaddeus S.C. Lowe, a 

scientist of note, who invented the military balloon and played a prominent part in the Civil War. The 

Mount Lowe Railway, including the famous Incline (now a part of the Pacific Electric Railway system) was 

projected and built by Professor Lowe at a cost of more than $700,000. It was opened to the public July 

4th, 1893, and has operated continuously since that date without an accident - a most remarkable 

record. At the terminus of the railway is located Ye Alpine Tavern, a delightful mountain resort, from 

whence a trail leads to the Summit, 1100 feet above." - from the back. 

$75 

 

 

 



 

 

2- [Putnam, John R.]. 'Columbia River below Dalles'. Los Angeles, CA: [Putnam Photo], (c.1920). 

Panorama silver gelatin photograph [65.5 cm x 18 cm] / [28" x 7"] mounted on linen. Title manuscript in 

pencil on the mount beneath the image. Photographer mark at the lower right of the image. About very 

good. 

Nice panorama photograph of the Columbia River, downstream from The Dalles. John R. Putnam and 

Carlton Valentine documented the growth and development of Southern California and the West over a 

fifty-year period with John R. Putnam primarily handling the photography and C. O. Valentine the 

business end of the company.   

$250 

 

3- Crandall, Harrison R. 

The Three Tetons. Jenny 

Lake, WY: Crandall, 

(c.1925). #702. Silver 

gelatin photograph [15.5 

cm x 23 cm] / [6" x 9"]. 

Crandall backstamp and 

signed by Crandall at the 

lower right of the image. 

Nice view of the Three 

Tetons by Crandall. 

Harrison R. Crandall 

(1887-1970) was the first 

official Grand Teton 

National Park 

photographer and served as a resident artist from the 1920s until the 1960s. For decades he 

photographed and painted the Tetons and surrounding area.   

$125 



 

4- Crandall, Harrison R. A Close up of the Grand 

Teton. Grand Teton National Park, WY: Crandall, 

(c.1925). #1056. Silver gelatin photograph [27 cm 

x 16.5 cm] / [10 1/2" x 6 1/2"]. Crandall 

backstamp and Crandall blind stamp at the lower 

left of the image. 

Beautifully hand-tinted view of Grand Teton by 

Crandall. Harrison R. Crandall (1887-1970) was 

the first official Grand Teton National Park 

photographer and served as a resident artist from 

the 1920s until the 1960s. For decades he 

photographed and painted the Tetons and 

surrounding area.   

$175 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5- [Harrah, Bill]. Harrah's Club Lake Tahoe Gaming Guide. Lake 

Tahoe, NV: Harrah's, 1955. [22pp] Duodecimo [21.5 cm] Die-cut 

covers and textblock in the shape of a slot machine. Better than 

very good. 

Gambling guide from Harrah's that explains the different games 

(roulette, keno, craps, etc.) with illustrations and black and white 

photographs throughout. 

"Welcome to Harrah's Club, Reno and Lake Tahoe. This Gaming 

Guide has been designed to explain to you in the simplest terms 

the way all games are played at our Clubs. This book will give you 

the basic fundamentals of playing these games, but if you have 

any questions, please ask Harrah's Club employee." - Bill Harrah. 

$40 



6- Jones, Leslie Allen. Salmon River Scroll Map. 

Midway, UT: White River Guides, 1960. 

Mimeographed scroll map [21.5 cm x 683 cm] [8 

1/2" x 269"] on paper. Near fine. In original bag 

with instructions and Les Jones mailing label 

affixed to instructions. 

Highly detailed river runner's guide to floating the 

Salmon from South Fork to Vinegar Creek (river 

mile 112), by river running legend, Les Jones. Map 

notes all of the major rapids. Also contains 

mileage and tips for boaters, as well as an 

elevation table. Table showing American 

whitewater rating system for rapids. Buckskin 

Bill's located, for those boaters who are low on ice 

and other necessities. Maybe you just want a 

dove bar. 

Leslie A. Jones was born in Montana in 1922. He 

developed his love for rivers early on living by the 

Missouri River. It was not unusual for him to be 

found at that time rowing a boat under the 

moonlight fishing for catfish. Jones remained in 

Montana for his professional training as a civil 

engineer. In 1953, he moved to Salt Lake City. In 

the same year, Jones rafted the Lodore Canyon of the Green River with his cousins. This raft trip was in 

conjunction with the Sierra Club's attempt to create awareness about a proposed dam that would have 

flooded the canyon. It was on the same trip that Jones began to combine his love of river running and 

civil engineering. A broken oar compelled Jones to develop a self-support single person craft. Over the 

years, he has made several contributions to canoe and kayak designs. 

“I’d noticed when I’d run with the Sierra Club the rapids all kind of ran together as a blur, and I couldn’t 

remember the details well enough, and I didn’t have any identification points. So I started my scroll 

maps—I didn’t like the wind on the U.S. Geological [Survey] maps, so I started building my scroll maps. 

“The outline of the maps was taken either from aerial photographs and drawn artfully, or traced directly 

from the contour maps of the U.S. Geological Survey, putting the river end-to-end, instead of cut up in 

segments like the USGS did, . . . so I could line the river out on a seven-inch scroll strip and then take it 

from one end to the other, without having to run off the scroll. . . . And then putting a profile of the river . 

. . wherever it fit best. . . . We had to put them on paper, for lack of mylar. Then we put them on mylar” - 

Les Jones 

These maps were made by Jones to order, and we are unable to find a print run for this map, but one 

would presume it to be small, and as this is a 2-foot paper map that was intended to use for navigating 

white water, we would presume that very few of these survived. We are unable to locate any 

institutional holdings for this map. Rare.   

$950 



 

 

7- Mellis, Fred R. Eastern Oregon: Mines, Timber, Grazing & Farming Lands. Tributary to Baker, Ore. 

[Baker, OR]: 1916. Map [38 cm x 76 cm] / [15" x 30"] on a single sheet [43 cm x 82 cm] / [17" x 32 1/2"]. 

Folds with a few small splits. Minor age toning to reverse. About very good. 

National forest boundaries marked by hand in green. County lines marked in hand in red. Mines, power 

lines, rail lines, stage lines, roads, and towns are all located. 

"Mining in eastern Oregon has at last reached a stable, businesslike basis, according to Fred Mellis of 

Baker, one of the best-known gold mining men, on the Pacific Coast. Mr. Mellis is in Portland for a few 

days attending to business connected with the activity in Baker County mines. 'Up in eastern Oregon the 

atmosphere is surcharged with flakes of the yellows metal,' said Mr. Mellis. The mining industry is now 

being exploited just like lumber manufacturing or stock raising or wool growing; that is, on a strictly 

commercial basis." - The Oregon Daily Journal (06/26/191). 

We locate a single institutional holding (UCB). Rare.   

$450 

 

 

 

 

 



8- Barker, Howard. Map Showing Placer Property of 

Imperial Development Co. Henry Mts. - Garfield Co. - 

Utah. [Huntington, UT]: [George Miller], 1916. Map [30 

cm x 100 cm] / [12" x 39"] on a single sheet [33 cm x 103 

cm] / [13" x 40 1/2"]. Folds with a few small splits. Minor 

age toning. About very good. 

Map showing land owned by Imperial Development 

Company in Southern Utah's Henry Mountains. Presumed 

rare.  

The Imperial Development Company, backed by George Miller, a banker of Huntington, is prosecuting 

placer mining with hydraulics in the Henry mountains, Garfield County. Work commenced May 25th, 

under the management of E.T. Wolverton. The company owns more than 1,000 acres of placer ground 

and gives employment to about fifty men." - Salt Lake Mining Review (04/15/1916). 

$175 

 

 



9- [Las Vegas] [Hoover Dam]. Boulder Dam 

and Las Vegas, Nevada. Center of the Scenic 

Southwest. Las Vegas, NV: Chamber of 

Commerce, (c.1935). Single sheet [28.5 cm x 

40.5 cm] / [11" x 16"] printed on both side in 

full-color. Folds as issued. Better than very 

good. 

Nice bird's-eye view map of southern Nevada 

that includes parts of southern Utah, northern 

Arizona, and California from the Bay Area 

south. Las Vegas and other towns along the 

Arrowhead Highway (US 91) and US 89 are 

located. Reverse contains a brief description of Las Vegas and Boulder Dam that is illustrated with black 

and white views of the area. 

"Visit all the Scenic Wonders of the Great Southwest. Las Vegas is the center of this charmed circle of 

unequaled mountain and desert splendor. Several days may be spent in making easy motor trips from 

Las Vegas, over splendid highways to many different Points of Interest. Boulder Dam - Death Valley - 

Valley of Fire - Lost City - Mount Charleston - Zion National Park - Bryce Canyon - Cedar Breaks - Grand 

Canyon."  

$100 

 

10- Trout, James. Map of Catalina Island 

California. Catalina Islander, 1921. Map 

[23 cm x 31 cm] / [9" x 12"] on a single 

sheet [36 cm x 36 cm] / [14" x 14"] that 

fold to pamphlet size [18 cm x 9 cm]. 

Printed on both sides. Folds as issued. 

Better than very good. 

Nice map of Catalina Island that locates 

the roads, harbors, coves, beaches, and 

other points of interest. Reverse prints a 

description of the island.  

"All the wonders and scenic glories of 

the Southland are summed up on 

Catalina - Isle of Enchantment: Sun-

kissed waters, towering mountains, fern-

fronded canyons, entrancing coves and 

bays, gardens on both land and under 

the sea.“ 

$100 



11- [Nevada] [Great Basin]. Ely - East 

Ely: Welcome Map - Business 

Directory. Ely, NV: Retail Merchants 

Association White Pine Chamber of 

Commerce & Mines, 1953. Single 

Sheet [23 cm x 40 cm] that folds to 

pamphlet size [23 cm x 10 cm] printed 

on both sides. Folds as issued. Better 

than very good. 

One side prints a map [16 cm x 38 cm] 

of the area that is accompanied by a 

key that list 32 locations, this list corresponds to the numbered markers on the map. This side also prints 

a brief history and facts of the area. The reverse prints a business directory of Ely, with contact 

information and address.  

Chamber of Commerce item from this Eastern Nevada mining town in the Great Basin. "The community 

is the business and recreational center of a vast ranching and mining area and has a large and well 

stocked shopping district and a variety of entertainment. There are many civic clubs and lodges. The 

Community Concert Association and the Knife and Fork Club bring world-famous musicians and lecturers. 

Ever since the automobile came into use the community has been a popular stopping place for travelers, 

and there are numerous motels, hotels, casinos and restaurants."   

$25 

12- Lindgren, Jolly. A Hysterical Map of Yellowstone Park and 

Jackson Hole Country - Slightly Cockeyed. Spokane, WA: 

Lindgren - Turner Co., (c.1947). 'King Size Mapcard'. Pictorial 

color map [22 cm x 14 cm] Near fine. 

Jumbo postcard featuring an illustrated map of Yellowstone 

and Teton area. "Hatched & scratched by Jolly Lindgren" 

The Lindgren brothers of Spokane, Washington, were 

commercial sign makers through the 1920s, as the economic 

depression of the 1930s took hold in the once prosperous 

Pacific Northwest, Jolly Lindgren began drawing maps of 

western National Parks (Yosemite, Yellowstone, Zion, Bryce, 

Grand Canyon, Rocky Mountain and others) sites and towns 

(Death Valley, Grand Coulee, Lake Tahoe, Jackson Hole, Black 

Hills, Puget Sound, Palm Springs) and western states 

(Washington, Oregon, Montana, California, Utah and likely 

others). These whimsical maps were named 'Hysterical Maps' 

and included many jokes and puns. These maps proved to be 

quite successful and were produced through the 1940s. 

$40 



 

13- [Utah Parks 

Company]. The Great 

White Throne: Zion 

National Park, Utah 

reached via Union 

Pacific Railroad. 

[Omaha, NE]: Union 

Pacific Railroad, 

(c.1938). [45 cm x 31 

cm] / [18" x 12"] color 

poster. In very good 

condition in original 

Union Pacific frame [51 

cm 37 cm] / [20" x 14 

1/2"]. U.P. label on the 

back of the frame. 

This image was likely 

produced from a 

photochrom, and was 

produced to promote 

trips from the Utah 

Parks Company, which 

was a subsidiary of 

U.P., that ran guided 

loop tours of the parks 

and monuments of 

southern Utah and 

northern Arizona. 

"Great White Throne - 

Zion National Park, 

Utah: A lofty rock 

temple of imperial 

majesty. Its color, deep 

red, rosy bluff and chalky white give it a quality that is dramatic, almost sensational. Zion National Park 

is quickly reached from East or West by the fine fast trains of the Union Pacific. Zion is but one of fifteen 

Western National Parks reached by the Union Pacific System, over its own lines or via direct rail and 

steamer connections." - from label.   

$325 

 



14- Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway 

Company. Arizona and the Valley of the Sun. 

Chicago: Rand McNally, [1950]. [26]pp. Narrow 

octavo [23 cm x 10 cm] Color wrappers. Near fine. 

Work from Santa Fe railway to promote its service to 

Arizona that is illustrated throughout with black and 

white views. Sections on Phoenix, Wickenburg, Oak 

Creek Canyon, Verde Valley, Prescott, Grand Canyon, 

and Dude Ranches. 

"The winter vacationist, seeking a spot to relax 

contentedly under a warm and friendly sun from 

November to May, will find no other land offers a 

more delightful climate, more interesting things to 

do and see, or a more varied array of 

accommodations than the Valley of the Sun in 

southern Arizona."   

$50 

 

 

15- Santa Fe Railway. California and the 

Grand Canyon of Arizona. Los Angeles: 

Fred Harvey, 1921. 5th Edition. [64]pp. 

Oblong octavo [17.5 cm x 24.5 cm] Full-

color illustrated wrappers. Near fine in 

original shipping envelope. 

View book from Fred Harvey and the 

Santa Fe Railway that contains 60 tinted 

views of sites throughout California and 

the South Rim of the Grand Canyon. Each 

view is accompanied by an explanatory 

paragraph. 

"Every land has its story, - California's 

story is written in three chapters. The first 

is its discovery, - the conquest by the Spaniards and the establishment of its Missions, part of the scheme 

of that conquest. The second is the discovery of gold, - the days of the Argonauts, one of the most 

thrilling romances in history, which is immortalized in the pages of some of America's most gifted 

authors. The third is its wonderful development since the American settlement, - the planting of its 

orchards of lemons and oranges, its groves of olive, fig and nut trees, its vineyards and its fields of grain."   

$75 



16- Santa Fe Railway. Stop Off and Visit Grand Canyon National Park. 

"all the way" Santa Fe. Chicago: Rand McNally, [1926]. Single sheet 

[35.5 cm x 35.5 cm] that folds down to pamphlet size [17.5 cm x 9 cm] 

Gentle wear to 'Cover' panel. Otherwise very good. 

Sheet is divided into eight panels (each side) and offers useful tips for 

tourists (lodging, side trips, trails, etc.) traveling by Santa Fe Railway. 

Illustrated with maps and photographs. 

"Scenic Wonder of the World. Grand Canyon National Park is reached 

by daily trains from Williams, a town on the main line of the Santa Fe, in 

Arizona, 382 miles west of Albuquerque. This tremendous chasm, in its 

most accessible portion, has a length of 217 miles. Its vertical depth is 

about 6,000 feet and its width is 13 miles, at the point to which visitors 

are conducted. A hundred Yosemites might lie almost unperceived in its 

immense reaches."  

$35 

 

 

 

17- Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway 

Company. Off the Beaten Path in New Mexico 

and Arizona. Chicago: Rand McNally, June, 1926. 

62pp. Square quarto [23 cm x 20.5 cm] Pictorial 

printed wrappers. Very good. Vertical fold at 

center as issued. 

Promotional tour piece touting trips through and 

around, Indian country of New Mexico and 

Arizona. Illustrated with 19 maps (16 are strip 

touring maps) including a 1 ½ page map at the 

center that marks the trips described. Dozens of 

black and white views. 

"To get at the real heart of the Southwest, you 

must leave the railway behind and take to the 

open country. If time is no object, and you like to 

rough it, engage saddle and pack horses for a long camping trip. That's the leisurely way. If in more of a 

hurry, and willing to pay the extra price, hire an auto and compress three days of ordinary journeying 

into one. Each method has its advantages. Often the two can be combined." - p.6   

$85 

 



18- Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway. Titan of 

Chasms: The Grand Canyon of Arizona. Chicago: Rand 

McNally, 1915. 40pp. Octavo [23 cm] illustrated wrappers. 

Very good. Gentle wear to covers. Fold-out map [20.5 cm x 

45.5 cm] present at the rear in nice condition. 

This short work for the prospective tourist (and hopefully a 

fare paying passenger on the Santa Fe Railroad), contains 

general information for the traveler. The essays are: 'Titan 

of the Chasms' by C.A. Higgins (pgs. 2-9); 'The Scientific 

Explorer' by John Wesley Powell (pgs. 9-22); 'The Greatest 

Thing in the World' by Charles Lummis (pgs. 23-27). 

Illustrated throughout with black and white photographs. 

"Let this great wonder of nature remain as it now is. Do 

nothing to mar its grandeur, sublimity and loveliness. You 

cannot improve on it. But what you can do is keep it for 

your children, your children's children, and all who come 

after you, as the one great sight which every American 

should see." - Theodore Roosevelt (p.27). Farquhar 60b. 

$50 

 

19- Great Northern Railway. The Scenic 

Northwest. St. Paul: Great Northern Railway, 

(c.1927). [50]pp. Square Octavo [23 cm x 20 cm] 

Illustrated wrappers. Age toning to rear cover 

otherwise very good. 

Description of the sites and towns along the 

Great Northern route from St. Paul to the West 

Coast. Illustrated with dozens of black and white 

views and a double-page map at the center. 

"The Scenic Northwest. The wonderfully 

productive territory which the late James J. Hill, 

with his genius for apt characterization, termed 

'The Zone of Plenty,' embraces the States of 

Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Montana, 

Idaho, Washington and Oregon. The Great 

Northern Railway, with its 8,000 miles of line, is 

inseparably linked with the history of the 

upbuilding and development of this section of 

the Nation." - p.[1].   

$65 



20- Northern Pacific - Burlington Route. Vacations without a Care: 

Burlington Escorted Tours to Glacier, Yellowstone, Rocky 

Mountain National Parks - Colorado. [St. Paul, MN]: Northern 

Pacific Railway Company, (c.1925). 47pp. Octavo [23 cm] Brown 

printed wrappers. Near fine. 

Guide produced by the Northern Pacific for the prospective tourist 

for National Parks and other scenic wonders of the west served by 

the Burlington Route with descriptions of different guided tours. 

Illustrated with sepia reproductions from F. Jay Haynes and T.J. 

Hileman and numerous maps. 

"What we do hope and believe is that the idea of a comprehensive 

vacation trip, planned by railroad organizations thoroughly 

familiar with the regions to be visited - a trip embracing the 

features you'd naturally want to see and omitting the 

commonplace and the duplications - a tour, in short, in which every 

hour is employed to the best advantage, and all at a cost known 

beforehand - should make a strong appeal to people to whom vacation comes but once a year, and when 

it does come is limited to two fleeting weeks." - p.6 

$65 

 

21- Burlington Route. Scenic Colorado & Utah. 

Chicago: Poole Brothers, 1931. 35pp. Square octavo 

[23 cm x 20 cm] that folds to digest size [23 cm x10 

cm] Color wrappers. Folds as issued. Very good. 

Burlington Route promotional work for the prospective 

tourist to Utah and Colorado. Descriptions of areas and 

proposed routes that is illustrated throughout with 

black and white views and maps.  

"Centrally located between the Missouri River and the 

Pacific Coast, there lies the greatest playground in the 

world. Here, occupying the western half of Colorado, 

and two-thirds of Utah adjoining, the Rocky 

Mountains, enthroned above piney valley and plateau, 

extend over a space approximately 300 miles wide by 

400 miles long. It is an outdoor region such as no other 

nation possesses: The deepest canyons in the world 

traversed by railroads; the highest summits in the world reached by rails; the highest points in the world 

attained by automobiles; the world's largest Dead Sea, as old as the wonder in Palestine; a colorful 

enchanted desert broken by the pinnacles and canyons of the Green and the Colorado."   

$50 



22- Union Pacific. Outings in the Playgrounds, 

Resorts and Vacation Haunts of Utah and Idaho. 

Chicago, IL: Poole Brothers, 1930. [52]pp. Square 

octavo [23 cm x 20 cm] that folds to digest size [23 

cm x10 cm] Color wrappers. Very good. Folds as 

issued. 

Illustrated guide for the prospective tourist to 

Idaho and Utah that offers tips and suggestions 

for destinations, recreation opportunities, and 

transportation (Union Pacific!). Nice Utah Parks 

Company section takes up part of the Utah 

section. Black and white images and maps 

throughout. Double-page maps at the center 

showing the U.P. System from the Midwest to the 

Pacific Ocean. 

"Utah and South-Central Idaho, bounded as they 

are by vast gorges to the north and south, and by 

the Rockies and other ranges to the east, are a topographical unit, intimately linked by convenient rail 

service and automobile highways, and in the variety of there scenic and natural charm are 

incomparable."   

$60 

 

 

23- Utah Parks Company. Sing Away Medley. [Omaha]: 

Union Pacific Railroad, (c.1940). 78 rpm record [24.5 cm] 

Blue printed label at center. In plain paper sleeve. Record 

has a few scuffs and scratches. 

78 rpm record produced by Union Pacific for the Utah Parks 

Company that captures the sounds of the songs sung by the 

guides, and hopefully the passengers on a Utah Parks 

Company trip. The Utah Parks Company was a subsidiary of 

the Union Pacific, that ran guided loop tours of the parks 

and monuments of southern Utah and northern Arizona. 

"Visitors departing from Zion-Bryce Canyon-Grand Canyon 

National Parks are traditionally 'sung away' by an employee chorus at each place. This recording, made 

at the Parks, will recall happy holiday memories to former guests who have experienced the charm and 

beauty of this incomparable vacation land reached by Union Pacific Railroad to Cedar City." - from label 

$40 

 



 

24- [Western Touring]. See Scenic Southern Utah. 

[Richfield, UT]: Associated Civic Clubs of Southern Utah, 

(c.1940). Single sheet [46 cm x 30.5 cm] / [18" x 12"] 

printed on both sides. Folds as issued. Very good. 

Southern Utah promotional work for the prospective 

tourist from this early area booster organization. Black 

and white views of Bryce, Zion, Capitol Reef, Monument 

Valley, Fish Lake, Delicate Arch, The Manti Temple, and 

the North Rim trail. 

"Lest you get the impression that Southern Utah is totally 

a wilderness of strange scenes, largely uninhabited, we 

remind you that prosperous towns and cities dot the map 

and that opportunity for livelihood is abundant in the 

various counties. Agriculture, stock-growing and mining 

are the rich sources of wealth, with vast possibilities for 

future development. Excellent highways, fine schools and 

churches and a vibrant spirit of civic progress are marks of advanced civilization that impress you at 

every turn."     

$30 

25- The Chamber of Commerce and Commercial 

Club. [TLS] 'Salt Lake City: The Center of Scenic 

America'. Salt Lake City: Western Printing Company, 

1924. Single sheet [28 cm x 22 cm] letterhead that 

has a typed letter signed [TLS] on the recto and a 

color 'Salt Lake City: The Center of Scenic America' 

graphic on the verso. 

The letter is from the Secretary for the Salt Lake 

Chamber of Commerce, Joseph H. Rayburn and is a 

reply for a request of information from a prospective 

tourist. 

"Permit me to call to your attention the fact that Salt 

Lake City is a geographical center of importance to 

investors as well as tourists. From Denver on the east 

to San Francisco on the west - a distance of about 

1500 miles - there is no great distributing point but 

Salt Lake City. From the Canadian to Mexican border 

there is no city of the same commercial importance."   

$35 



 

26- Chamber of Commerce. Ogden: Utah's Industrial & Railroad Center. 

[Ogden, UT]: [1928]. Single sheet [23.5 cm x 42.5 cm] printed on both 

sides. Folds as issued. Better than very good. 

Chamber of Commerce produced item that touts the economic 

opportunities of this northern Utah town. The recto offers brief 

descriptions of the town's industries, government, water supply, scenery, 

and hotels. The verso describes the industrial and agriculture 

opportunities that await. Illustrated with black and white views. 

"In view of its central location, with railroads running in all directions, 

Ogden is recognized as 'The Gateway of the West.' It is the 

manufacturing, distributing, scenic and railroad center of the 

Intermountain territory. It is truthfully said - You Can Get Anywhere by 

Coming Thru Ogden." 

$30 

 

 

 

27- [Colorado] [Rocky Mountains]. Corley Mountain Highway Detailed 

Perspective Map: Colorado Springs to Cripple Creek. Colorado Springs, CO: 

Democrat Publishing Company, (c.1930). Bird's-eye view map [18.5 cm x 

35.5 cm] on a sheet [23 cm x 40.5 cm] that folds up [23 cm x 10 cm] Better 

than very good. 

Nice bird's-eye view showing this popular toll road that loops Pike's Peak, 

from Colorado Springs to Cripple Creek. Reverse of map contains a list of 

seven different trips that include the Corley Highway with descriptions and 

information on reaching this toll road and picnic and dining suggestions 

along the way. 

"Alive, active, ever-changing is the panoramic view on the Corley Mountain 

Highway, with its myriad scenic points of interest. One never tires of the 

scenery for new points of interest are ever present to intrigue one's fancy. 

There is never a sameness - always something new. The Pikes Peak region's 

most magnificent view of the great, rolling plains and of Colorado Springs 

and Broadmoor is from vantage points along the Corley Route."   

$40 

 

 



28- [Wyoming]. Elk Basin United Oil Co. [Salt Lake City]: [Quality Press 

Printers], 1917. Single sheet [23 cm x 60 cm] printed on both sides. Folds as 

issued. Better than very good. 

Prospectus for stock in a company that was drilling in the Elk Basin in 

northern Wyoming on the border with Montana. The Elk Basin oil field has 

been pumping oil and natural gas for more than a century. This prospectus 

also touts the Teapot Dome oil field that has also been producing oil and for 

more than a century. Nice black and white panorama [7 cm x 53 cm] of Elk 

Basin at the head of the verso.  

"We want to begin drilling on our Elk Basin and Teapot holdings very 

shortly. Arrangements are being completed for erecting drilling outfits on 

these two properties. The moment we start drilling, our stock will advance, 

and the moment we strike oil on any of our properties those who bought Elk 

Basin United Oil Company stock at 15 cents a share will wake up and realize 

that they are well on their way to independence."   

$50 

 

29- Union Pacific Railroad [Dude Ranch]. Dude Ranches Out West. 

Chicago: Poole Bros., [1937]. 56pp. Octavo [25.5 cm] Tan illustrated 

wrappers. Name stamped in ink on covers, otherwise better than 

very good. 

Promotional work from the Union Pacific promoting service to dude 

ranches operating in California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, 

Oregon, and Wyoming and the surrounding area. Detailed 

descriptions (most running a few paragraphs) of 96 different 

ranches. Each description lists: location, accommodations, activities, 

and rates. Most include the brand of the ranch described. Illustrated 

throughout with black and white views. Map and index on final page. 

"Many eastern families have for years been spending their vacations 

at these ranches, riding in Western cowboy saddles, hiking, fishing, 

and hunting in the real Western outdoors. Visitors or guests at the 

ranches are honorably referred to as 'dudes,' hence 'dude ranches' - a ranch where 'dudes' are 

entertained. The rancher is a 'dude wrangler.' He, his cowboys, and the rest of his business associates are 

the 'outfit.' In the Union Pacific dude ranch regions may be found dude ranches of every description, with 

all degrees of comfort and accommodations. Some ranches are equipped with cabins having hot and cold 

running water and bath tubs, others with pitcher and basins and portable bath tubs. Some have large 

dining pavilions with white-coated colored waiters, others dine their guests or 'dudes' in their own home 

at a large table, family style."   

$80 



30- [Dude Ranch]. The Wigwam Guest Ranch: Where East Meets West 

and Today Meets Yesterday. Litchfield Park, AZ: 1940. Single sheet [41 cm 

x 41 cm] printed on both sides. Folds as issued. Better than very good. 

Promotional piece from this southern Arizona dude ranch, that features a 

description of the area and the various activities that one could engage in, 

while at the Ranch. Illustrated with black and white views and a pictorial 

map [17 cm x 17 cm]. Rates and transportation options listed. 

"At the Wigwam you'll find quiet luxury inside walls whose graceful lines 

hark back to the clean simplicity of an ancient culture. The restful patterns 

of the formal gardens vie with the splendid profusion of the desert and the 

rugged majesty of Western mountains just beyond the open gate."   

$50 

 

 

 

 

 

31- [Dude Ranches]. Guest Ranches of Southern 

Arizona. [Los Angeles]: Southern Pacific Lines, 

1928. 15pp. Octavo [23 cm x 20 cm] Color 

illustrated wrappers. Better than very good. 

Vertical fold as issued. 

Promotional work from Southern Pacific touting 

their service to Arizona and its dude ranches that is 

illustrated throughout with black and white views, 

including the double-page cowboy view at the 

center. Offers traveler tips and information on 15 

different ranches, and contact information for 

each. 

"Not so very many years ago some inspired soul, 

looking for novelty, and more resourceful than his 

fellows, conceived the happy idea of spending his 

precious vacation time on a western cattle ranch. 

He came. The ranch took him in. He was made a 

member of the family and he entered into its life." - p.1, 

$75 



 

32- [Dude Ranch]. IXL Ranch: A Real Vacation On a Real Cattle Ranch. 

Dayton, WY: 1949. Single sheet [23 cm x 50 cm] printed on both sides. 

Folds as issued. Better than very good. 

Promotional piece from this northern Wyoming dude ranch, that 

features short biographical sketches of the ranch owners, Ray and 

Marna Bryan. This is accompanied by a description of the ranch the 

offered accommodations and useful tips for the visitor. Illustrated with 

black and white views. 

"The IXL Ranch, owned and operated by Ray and Marna Bryan is a 

cattle and horse ranch which has unexcelled guest accommodations 

and is located in one of the most historic and scenic spots in America. 

The ranch property, embracing over 3,000 acres, lies at the mouth of 

the Tongue River Canyon, at the foot of the Big Horn Mountains, in 

northern Wyoming."   

$60 

 

 

 

33- Horseback Trips - to - Pre-historic Cliff-Dwellings. Kanab, UT: 

Grant Robinson. Trade card [14 cm x 8.5 cm] on heavy orange stock 

and printed in black on both sides. Near fine. 

Promotional item from a southeastern Utah tour guide with 

descriptions of four offered trips. "Also, see the various locations 

used by the motion picture companies in making 'Bad Man of 

Brimstone', 'Overland of Kit Carson', 'Wagon Train', 'Wild Bill Hickok', 

and 'Western Union.' Reasonable Rates.”   

$30 

 

 

 

 

 

 



34- [Cullen, Matthew]. Salt Lake City, Points of Interest. [Salt Lake 

City]: Cullen Hotel, (c.1913). Single sheet [16.5 cm x 34 cm] that folds 

to [16.5 cm x 8 cm] with three vertical folds as issued. About very good. 

Gentle overall age-toning with the upper left corner chipped with loss. 

Short work from the Cullen Hotel for the prospective tourist to Salt Lake 

City that offer facts and figures about the area, a brief list of points of 

interest with descriptions: Fort Douglas, Tabernacle Organ, Temple 

Block, Brigham Young's Grave, Beehive House, Brigham Young 

Monument, the Great Salt Lake, Cathedral of the Madeline, Amelia's 

Palace [Gardo House], and the Tabernacle. Illustrated with a small map 

and black and white views. A description of the Cullen and rates is also 

printed. The Cullen was located on 2nd South and 33 West and was 

designed by Richard Kletting. 

"The Cullen Hotel offers exceptional advantages to the tourist and 

traveler, also to families who desire a hotel room with every 

convenience. The courteous service and moderate prices will appeal to 

those in quest of comfort and luxury."   

$35 

 

 

35- Relf, George O. Hotel Utah, Salt Lake City - The Hotel Beautiful. 

[Salt Lake City]: (c.1916). Single sheet [15.5 cm x 27 cm] that folds to 

[15.5 cm x 9 cm] with two vertical folds as issued. Very good. 

One side contains the cover (when folded) and a brief advertisement 

for the Hotel Utah. The reverse features three color captioned images, 

all under the heading 'Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A.': 'Mormon Temple - 

Hotel Utah' / 'Hotel Utah, Salt Lake City' / 'Roof Garden, Hotel Utah'  

"The new hotel will be, when completed, one of the most beautiful 

structures from an architectural standpoint of any building of its kind in 

the west, and from the endorsement of Mr. Relf from Kansas City and 

other places where he has operated hotels, the owners of the Hotel 

Utah have secured a hotel man of wide experience and of unusual 

executive ability in leasing the new structure to Mr. Relf." - 'Goodwin's 

Weekly' (12/17/1910). 

Early ephemera from the Hotel Utah featuring three nice photos.   

            $40 

 



 

36- Salt Lake Transportation Company. Seeing the Salt Lake City Country. 

[Salt Lake City]: (c.1930). Single sheet [61 cm x 23] printed in blue, orange 

and black that folds up [22.5 cm x 10 cm] Very good with folds as issued. 

Promotional piece produced by the Salt Lake Transportation Company. 

Front offers brief descriptions and fares for separate tours: Mt. 

Timpanogos Circle, Seeing the City, Saltair Beach, City and Wasatch Drive, 

Bingham and copper mines. At the head are twenty different images on 

various [Salt Lake] tourist destinations. The reverse offers a pictorial bird's 

eye map [38.5 cm x 22.5 cm] of the Salt Lake Valley, with some of the 

routes offered marked.  

"The Salt Lake Transportation Company is the pioneer sightseeing 

company of the Salt Lake Region, having been established in 1908. We 

carry approximately 90% of the tourists on seeing tours in Salt Lake 

Country."   

$35 

 

 

37- [Sun Valley]. Summer and Fall at Sun Valley 

Idaho. [Omaha, NE]: [Union Pacific Railroad], 

(c.1940). Single sheet [23 cm x 60.5 cm] printed in 

blue, black and yellow and folds to pamphlet size 

[23 cm x 10 cm] Very good. Folds as issued. 

Promotional item from the Unions Pacific for 

prospective visitors to the legendary ski resort, Sun 

Valley, that is illustrated with black and white 

images.  

"If you stayed at Sun Valley the year 'round, you'd 

never run short of interesting things to do! In the 

magnificent setting of the rugged Sawtooth 

Mountains, you can be as active or as idle as you 

please and still enjoy every minute."  

$50 

 

 

 



38- [E.B. Grandin] Ostrander, Tobias. The Mathematical 

Expositor; containing Rules, Theorems, Lemmae, and 

Explanations, of Various Parts of the Mathematical 

Science, in a Series of Lectures, Calculated for the use of 

Teachers and Students of Schools and Academies in the 

U. States. Palmyra, NY: E.B. Grandin, 1832. Second Edition. 

168pp. Sextodecimo [15 cm] 1/4 sheep over light blue 

paper boards. Better than very good. 

This is one of only five books printed by E.B. Grandin, (and 

the last) who was the printer for the first edition of The 

Book of Mormon. Rare.  

"Egbert Bratt Grandin was three months younger than 

Joseph Smith. Born in Freehold, Monmouth County, New 

Jersey, March 30, 1806, he grew up near Palmyra and 

began working at the Wayne Sentinel at age eighteen. In 

April 1827 he purchased the newspaper, running it until 

December 26, 1832, when he sold it to its editor, Theron H. 

Strong. Four books besides the Book of Mormon are known 

to have been printed by him" - Peter Crawley. 

$2000 

 

 



39- Kolb, Ellsworth L. Through the Grand Canyon from Wyoming to 

Mexico. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1937. New edition. 

344pp. Octavo [21.5 cm] Blue cloth with the title gilt stamped on 

the front board and backstrip. Color illustration of the Grand 

Canyon on the front board. Both book and jacket are better than 

very good. Bookplate on the front pastedown. A few small nicks to 

the jacket's corners. 

Inscribed by Emery Kolb on the verso of the front free endsheet: 

"Yours very truly Ellsworth and Emery Kolb. February 1 - 1938 at 

Grand Canyon, Arizona." Illustrated throughout with views from the 

Kolb brothers. 

"Because of the many years of lectures and motion pictures at the 

Kolb studio on the rim of Grand Canyon the experiences of Ellsworth 

and Emery Kolb are probably better known than those of any who 

have run the rapids since Powell. They made their trip the hard way - 

in low water, and cold at that. Their book is straightforward narrative and deserves the popularity it has 

long enjoyed. there have been frequent reprints." - Farquhar 53b 

The legendary Kolb Brothers, Emery & Ellsworth, opened their studio in 1904, perched on the rim of the 

Grand Canyon (it is the building that looms over the top of the Bright Angel Trail). The building is still 

standing, but is now operated as a museum and gallery. They took countless images of the Canyon and 

the Colorado River below. 

Ellsworth and Emery Kolb were brothers, born in Pennsylvania, interested in photography and the 'Wild 

West.' In the winter of 1911, they made the first motion picture of a river trip down the Green and 

Colorado rivers, where the brothers were repeatedly tossed into the river by their bucking boats. At one 

memorable point, as Ellsworth struggled to stay afloat in the roiling Colorado, Emery captured the 

moment on film before rushing to his brother's rescue.  

$150 

 



 

 

40- Jakeman, James Thomas. Album 

'Daughters of the Utah Pioneers 

and Their Mothers'. [Salt Lake City]: 

The Western Album Publishing 

Company, [1915]. First Edition. 

[189]pp. Oblong quarto [24 cm x 32 

cm] Black cloth with the title in 

white on the front board. Good 

only. Boards gently faded and 

rubbed at the corners. Text block 

shaken. Minor wear to pastedowns 

and endsheets. 

Profusely illustrated work on the 

pioneer women of Utah that 

contains dozens and dozens of 

biographical sketches and portraits. The Western Album Publishing Company incorporated specifically to 

publish this work, which would be the only book they would produce. Similar in style and aesthetic to 

Frank J. Eshhom's 'Pioneers and Prominent Men', that was printed two years before this work. This is not 

something that we've encountered previously. Rare Flake/Draper 4311 

"Others have sounded the praises of the men of the pioneer bands, let it be ours to tell of the glorious 

pioneer mothers. Men can brave the wilderness. Their natures are rougher, and their desires less refined. 

Their lives have been spent in the open, and thus the wastes do not appeal. With women, the desire is for 

the sheltered places of life, for the firesides, and the thousand refinements, that make their lives 

worthwhile. Yet there were women in those bands that crossed the trackless plains, as we have said 

before, and their voices rose as clear by the campfire, singing the songs of Zion, as they did in those 

eastern homes that now were so far away. They put aside the discomforts and the dangers of the 

journey; the desires of their natures were stilled, and buoyed up by love and hope they stood by the men 

of their families, as fearless, and as devoted as they." p[6].   

$300 

 


